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Get moving on proposal to create Complete Streets 

Helaina Hawkins had been inline skating along a dark and busy street -- one without sidewalks -- 
when she was hit and killed by a car on the city's Far Westside one November evening in 2009. 

Could 12-year-old Helaina have been spared if a sidewalk had been available along West 10th 
Street near her home? It's impossible to say in this specific case, but in general it's clear that 
access to sidewalks not only prevents accidents and saves lives but also promotes exercise and 
enhances residents' quality of life. 

And although Mayor Greg Ballard's administration in recent years -- largely through money raised 
by the sale of the water and sewer works -- has poured millions of dollars into infrastructure 
improvements, large sections of the city either lack sidewalks altogether or are still waiting for 
repairs.π 

Last week, an ordinance was quietly introduced before the City-County Council that would make 
it city policy to design streets to meet the needs of all users, including pedestrians, cyclists, public 
transit riders and motorists. Called a Complete Streets policy, the proposal already has gained 
bipartisan backing within city government and attracted strong support from a wide swath of 
community advocates. 

Improved public safety -- derived by providing pedestrians with secure places to walk and slowing 
traffic in residential areas -- is just one benefit of the plan. 

Better health is another. As Dr. Virginia Caine, director of the Marion County Public Health 
Department, has noted, building a community that promotes walking is of vital importance in a city 
where more than 60 percent of adults and about 40 of children and teens are either overweight or 
obese. 

In far too many areas of the city, it's simply not safe for residents to walk to stores, schools or 
even parks. 

That's because the city largely was designed with only one mode of transportation in mind -- cars. 
A Complete Streets policy would begin to change that by ensuring that urban planners 
incorporate sidewalks, bike lanes and transit stops into new and redeveloped neighborhoods. 

Indianapolis would be far from the first community to adopt such a plan. Columbus, Ohio, and 
Columbia, Mo., for example, are among several cities that have directed that street projects be 
designed to meet the needs of pedestrians and cyclists. 

Leaders in those cities understand that it's about far more than concrete and asphalt. Design 
matters for public safety and health reasons but also to residents' quality of life. The value of 
being able to walk to a coffee shop, for instance, instead of having to drive may be elusive in 
terms of monetary measurements, but it's important to nurturing an attractive urban environment 
that helps retain residents. 

For decades, Indy took a highway or no way approach to moving about the city. Although that's 
started to change in recent years, the push to promote multiple forms of transportation needs to 
accelerate. The city needs a Complete Streets plan.  


